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Well, we have good news! Most of the videos have been restored, so we are going
release the affected articles today. The effort was huge, and it was worth it!
Now, you will be able to take a look at the articles that are available and then ask Jesus
PERSONALLY about the situation that you see here. This website is produced under the
authority of the Lord Jesus Christ PERSONALLY, as this is HIS voice that He is using to
reach the masses.
Now, some of you are saying to yourselves, "How can this be from Jesus when we see
porn and abject debauchery on the website?"
I challenge anyone who thinks that to go to the Lord Jesus Christ DIRECTLY and ask Him
that very question and see what He says to you. This website has adopted an 'in your
face' style that the devil is NOT liking very much, as we are shining the light of Jesus on
the dirty deeds that the devil does in the dark. There are a lot of things that we are going
to show you on this website that are not pristine or pretty, now that we are not under any
restrictions from anyone (especially YouTube).
Take whatever article(s) you see and ask Jesus DIRECTLY about what we are
showing. Some of the materials are graphic, no doubt, but that content is not there to
titillate you. We use these graphics and pictures for a reason, and that is to show you how
dirty and nasty the devil is and how the things that people think are 'normal' are NOT
normal and any adoption of the "norms" of this world will exclude you from getting into the
Kingdom of God. We are also showing you how almost everyone in the WORLD today
are sodomites and they are going on the broad road to destruction.
Remember all of the MILLIONS of people that were led out of Egypt by Moses, and how
only TWO people - Joshua and Caleb - made it into the promised land. For us, the
Promised Land is the Kingdom of God, and you can clearly see that BILLIONS are NOT
going to make it.
You do NOT have to be one of those who will NOT make it.
We want to thank you for your patience as we transitioned from YouTube and there are
more articles on the way. Expect that we will shine the Light of Jesus on a lot of things
that will make most people uncomfortable. Know that you should NOT be titillated by what
we are showing on this website, and if you are, we have uncovered hidden things within
YOU that you need to deal with by getting with the Lord Jesus Christ TODAY to get rid of
those defiling elements within you.
For those of you who are on this site to download the videos of explicit pictures or to gawk
at the pictures that you cannot believe were posted, get with Jesus TODAY and discuss

what you see with Him directly and then see what He says. The devil has cleverly hidden
many timebombs within you that he planned to use to damn you and send you to
hell. Now, you have a chance to get rid of all of the defiling elements in you for real and
get cleaned up by Jesus.
I do plan on writing an editorial on this situation. We engaged in vigorous debate with the
Once Saved, Always Saved crowd, and the devil didn't even care. However, when we
shined the light on the Sodomite Spirit, fetishes and how fetishes are prisons, we were
shut down by YouTube. YouTube especially did NOT like us talking about who sodomites
were, as this was "hate speech" to them. Knowing who sodomites REALLY are is VERY
important because the devil is trying to hide the fact that he is controlling ALL of the
sodomites in the world. By us saying that those who are under the dominion and the
auspices of the devil are sodomites, that blows a hole in the whole charade the devil is
putting up to keep the sodomites he controls in the dark until they die so they will be
damned.
The devil is a DIRTY dog.
As always, don't believe a THING we have posted on this website. Take what we have
posted and check it out by running it by the Lord Jesus Christ Directly and follow HIS
direction.

